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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we establish an asymptotic property of the sequence of frac- 
tional parts {XX} (n = 1, 2, 3,...) and its relation with the asymptotic 
behavior of the uniform approximation by Bernstein polynomials 
KAf;;x)= f.r‘ k ; 00 Xk(l -X)n-k k=O n (1) 
of functionsf(x) having a singularity on the interval 0 <x,< 1. 
As usual, we denote by [a] the greatest integer which does not exceed a 
and set {u} = a - [a], the fractional part of a. It is well known that for 
every irrational number a the sequence (no) (n = 1,2, 3,...) is everywhere 
dense in [0, 11. By a theorem of H. Weyl Cl], the numbers of (KZ> are dis- 
tributed uniformly in [0, 11, i.e., for arbitrary t E [0, 11, we have the limit 
relation 
lim v,(t)=t 
n-m n 
(2) 
where v,J t) denotes the number of values of the sequence {kcr} (1 G k d n) 
for which {kcr} -c t. 
These results are, however, false if CI is rational. In this case the 
corresponding sequence is discrete and periodic with period determined 
by a. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that, in spite of this distinctive 
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nature of the sequence of fractional parts { ncc j characterizing the set of 
irrational numbers, there is an asymptotic property of this sequence valid 
for both irrational and rational values of CL This property, in particular, 
turns out to be connected with some problems in the theory of 
approximation by algebraic polynomials of functions having singularities. 
This connection permits the establishment of the following result which 
complements the asymptotic equality (2). 
THEOREM 1. Let 0 < C! < 1 and 
Ck(c() = (kcr}cc, if jka}<l-cc 
=(l-{kr})(l-a), if’ {kcc}>l-a. 
(3) 
Then the series 
(4) 
converges far all c( E (0, 1) if and only if r > 1. For r > 1 and 
arbitrary a E [0, 11, we have the asymptotic equality 
x cJ3) cX(l-a) 
lim n’ ‘. 1 
12 - ” A-=n -=2(r- k’ 
Note that, by (3), 
CR(a) d cc(l - CI), c,(l -cC)=ck(a) (k= 1, 2, 3 )... ). 
Hence, ,for t 3 a( 1 - x), all the values ck(a) satisfy the condition ck(ce) < t. On 
the other hand, lf 0 < t < CC( 1- c(), where tl is irrational and v”,(t) is the num- 
ber qf values C~(CI) (1 <k < n) .for which CJCI) < t, then by (2), we have the 
asymptotic equality 
3,(I) = &+ dn), as n-rw, 
which completes the limit relation (5) ,for Theorem 1. 
2. SHARPENING OF THEOREM 1 FOR c( RATIONAL 
In case when cz is rational Theorem 1 can be proved directly by using the 
following elementary lemma which may be useful in other problems as well. 
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LEMMA. For every rational number c1 =p/q E (0, 1) with (p, q) = 1, we 
have 
fkC, c,(a)+1 -cx). (6) 
Proof of the Lemma. Let I@ denote the set of positive integers k 6 q 
for which {kcr} < 1 - CI and N (4) the set of positive integers k d q for which 
{kcr}>,l-a. W e s h ow that for CI =p/qE (0, I), (p, q) = 1, and for any 
k E Mcp) with k #q, there is a unique SE Mcy) such that 
{ka}+{sa}=l-cc. (7) 
Indeed, consider the Diophantine equation 
px-qy=q-p-dW> (8) 
whose right-hand side is positive if k E &PI. Since (p, q) = 1, there exist 
integral solutions. All solutions of (8) can be written in the form 
x=qm-k-1, 
y=pm- [ka] - 1, 
where m is an arbitrary integer. If kEA4 “) then, among these solutions, 
x E MC”) if and only if m = 1. Consequently, for every k E Mcy), k # q, there 
is a uniques=q-k-1 EM(Y) which satisfies (7). In case when k = q the 
unique value s which satisfies this condition is contained in NC“) and is 
equal to q - 1 (m = 2). 
Analogously, we can show that for every k E Ncy) with k # q - 1, there is 
a unique SE Ncy’ such that 
{kcr} + {XX} =2-u. 
Here, instead of (8), we consider the Diophantine equation 
(9) 
px-w=&-p-q{ka) 
whose general solution is 
x=qm-k-1, 
y=pm- [ka]-2. 
If k E N’y) then, among these solutions, x E N’y) if and only if m = 1. Hence, 
for every k E N (y) k#q-1, there is a unique s=q- , k - 1 E Nc4) which 
satisfies (9). In case when k = q - 1 the unique value s which satisfies this 
condition is contained in Mcy) and is equal to q(m = 2). 
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Thus, for CI =p/q E (0, 1 ), (p, q) = I, it follows from (3) that 
,g, Ck(M) = kc;,q, Ck(co + c L.k(X) 
k E N’Yl 
=nk~~,~,Ik~:+(l-o)k~~,~,(l-141))=14a(l-ui. 
and we obtain (6). 
BY (6), for rational c( =p/qE (0, l), (p, q) = 1, and for any positive 
integer ,u, we have the inequalities 
cx(1 -a) (P+‘)Y C/JR) cr(1 -LX) 
2b+ VI-“~=~~~+, k’ 
c --6 2,Llrqr-. 
(r > 0). 
Therefore, if IZ = mq + v (m = 1, 2, 3 ,...; 0 < v d q) and r > 1 then 
p=m+ I k=p,+ I 
u=m+ I k=,q+ I 
i.e., we have (5) and, for r = 1, the series (4) is not convergent. 
For CI irrational, the proof of Theorem 1 requires different arguments and 
can be carried out by using the theory of approximation of functions by 
algebraic polynomials. 
3. APPROXIMATION OF FUNCTIONS HAVING SINGULARITIES BY 
BERNSTEIN POLYNOMIALS AND FRACTIONAL PARTS 
The study of the asymptotic behavior of the uniform polynomial 
approximation of functions whose derivatives have a jump discontinuity in 
[0, 1] reduces to the study of uniform approximation of the simplest type 
of such functionsf(x) = 1.x - ~1 (0 <a < 1). If we approximate f by 
Bernstein polynomials (1) then, due to the convexity of this function the 
maximal value of uniform approximation is achieved at the point x = CX, i.e., 
,y,;:, M-x) - &(A x)l = Mf; a) (n = 1, 2, 3 )... ). (10) . . 
The asymptotic behavior of the sequence B,(f; CL) for f(x) = Ix- cz 
(0 <a < 1) was studied by R. Bojanic [2], who established the limit 
relation 
lim Jk. B,(f; c() = 
n + 03 J 
2a(1zP ‘). (11) 
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An earlier method which was applied in [3] to the functionf(x) = xa 
allows to obtain a different formula for the left-hand side of (11). This 
makes it possible to obtain a relation between the sequence (10) and the 
sequence of fractional parts {PZIX} (n= 1, 2, 3...). 
THEOREM 2. fff(x)= lx- a( (O<a< 1) then 
uf; a) = 
uniformly ,for n >, 1 and LX E [E, 1 -E], where E > 0 is arbitrary. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Write the sequence B,,(f; c() in the form 
B,(f;a)= ‘$ (B,c(f;a)--~,+,(f;~)) 
k = II 
and consider the differences Bk(f; IX- Bk+ ,(,f; a) (k>,n). From (1) it 
follows immediately that 
Bk(.fi M) - B/c + I(& a) 
zz 
c( 
k “;:yf(;)-f(&) 
I, = I 
+2&q)) (“t 1) M”(1 -E)k+‘% (12) 
Note that if 0 < c1< 1 and m = [ka] + 1 then we always have 
m-l 
-< 4 k 
%-CL 
k 
Thus, for the functionf(x) = Ix-al, it follows from (12) that we have 
=(k+k:;mf(;)-f(&) 
+&f(y)) (“n:‘> LP(l -Cl)k+l~ m. 
Consider the two possible locations of the point m/(k + 1): m/(k + 1) > CI 
and m/(k + 1) d CX. Let M, be the set of positive integers k 3 n for which 
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ml(k + 1) > LY and N,, the set of positive integers k 3n for which 
m/(k + 1) 6 LX. If k E M, then we have for the functionf(x) = /x - ~1: 
=2Ckal+l {w=2a {ka) x+2 (1 -a- jkcr}) {ka} 
k+l k k(k+l) 
By the local limit theorem of probability theory, for 0 < a < 1, we have the 
asymptotic relation 
k+l i ! rp(‘-PJ)k+’ ‘n=- (13) m 
uniformly with respect to k and c( E [E, 1 -E] (E > 0). Hence, in our case 
when kEM,,,,f(x)= lx--al, we have 
If k E N,, we have 
=2(1 -c() ’ -p +2 ({ka} - 1 +IX) (1 - {ka}) 
k(k+l) 
Hence, by (13), for k E N,,, we have 
I- {ka} 
k3!2 +o 1. 0 k2 
Therefore, we obtain 
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or equivalently, 
B,(f;a)= 
4. RETURN TO THEOREM 1 
Validity of asymptotic equality (5) for r = 3/2, follows from the com- 
parison of the statement of Theorem 2 with the result of R. Bojanic men- 
tioned earlier. For the other values of Y, the proof of Theorem 1 can be 
obtained by the means of the Abel transformation. If r = 3/2 + p and 
(n = 1, 2, 3,...) 
then 
where 
,j+p-(k+ I)-“, 
On the other hand, 
1 
‘F=(k+&P+, to < ok < I), 
and we already proved that 
a(1 -Lx) 
c =-pr n +o J-. ( > n1,‘2 
Consequently, for Y < 1, 0 < c( < 1, the series (4) does not converge and, for 
r> 1, 
m ck(a) a(1 --a) c -=~-a(l-a)~~k~~(k+I)‘“(:+H,)“+‘+’(~). 
k=n 
It follows that, for r> 1, we have 
and we obtain the limit relation (5). 
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Note that, by using the terminology of probability theory, we can refor- 
mulate the statement of Theorem 1 as follows: 
For every real number c1 E (0, 1 ), the mathematical expected value E,(z) 
of the discrete random variable taking value ~~(a) (k= 1, 2, 3,...) with 
probability 
pP’= 0, O<k<n 
for arbitrary r > 1, satisfies the limit relation 
lim E,(a) = $( 1 - E), 
n - cc 
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